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Let 93 be any category for which there is a concept of “abelian” objects, 
e.g., MONOIDS, GROUPS, or RINGS. Then given any object C in %’ one 
can ask for the “abelianization” of C, i.e., a morphism K: C -+ JC( C) in 9? 
which is universal in the following sense: Given any abelian object B in %? 
and a morphism f: C-r B, then there exists a unique morphism 
fob : K(C) -+ B in %? such that f = fub 0 K. For example, one can ask: Is the 
determinant an abelianization? It turns out that the problem is in fact 
to choose the correct category. So for a commutative (unital) ring R the 
question could be: 
I. Is det : Gl,(R) + R’ the abelianization of G&,(R) in the category 
of 
(a) SEMIGROUPS 
(b) GROUPS 
(c) GROUP-SCHEMES? 
These have been studied, for example, by Tausky and Wieland [12] and 
McDonald [4]. Another question could be: 
II. Is det: M,(R) -+ R the abelianization of M,(R) in the category of 
(d) MONOIDS 
(e) R-ALGEBRAS AND MONOID HOMOMORPHISMS 
(f) R-ALGEBRAS AND MULTIPLICATIVE POLYNOMIAL 
LAWS? 
While (d) has been studied, for example, by Sauter [7], the problem we 
want to solve in this paper is (f). 
In fact problems I and II have natural extensions I’ and II’ to 
R-Azumaya algebras A and their reduced norms rnA. The problem I’(b) is 
known as the “Tannaka-Artin-Problem” for R a field and counter-exam- 
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ples have been given by Platonov (see, e.g., the monograph of Draxl and 
Kneser [2]). In contrast to that, in this paper we will give a totally positive 
answer to II’(f) over arbitrary commutative rings. Let us recall [ 131 that 
a multiplicative polynomial law f: A -+ B between two (unital) R-algebras 
A and B is a family of monoid homomorphisms fs: (A 0 S, .) + (BO S, ) 
(where S runs through all commutative (unital) R algebras) such that 
commutes for each homomorphism c( in the category of commutative 
(unital) R-algebras. We will heavily make use in the paper of the fact that 
the multiplicative polynomial laws f: A + B are in one-one correspondence 
to the R-bialgebra homomorphisms I+& : f(‘(A) + f(B), which are “strongly 
cocommutative” and continuous with respect to the canonical filter 
topologies [ 131. Here f((A) denotes the divided powers algebra of the 
algebra A. 
II’(f), when answered positively, characterizes the reduced norm of an 
Azumaya algebra A as a multiplicative polynomial law, not only up to 
isomorphism, but uniquely. In fact, to compute the bialgebra 
homomorphism Cp: f(A) + f(R) corresponding to t-n,., proceed as follows: 
(i) Factor p(A) by its commutator ideal C (as a ring)! 
(ii) Find an isomorphism cl: f(A))lC -+ f(R) of strongly cocom- 
mutative bialgebras, which is a homeomorphism when f(A)/C is endowed 
with the quotient topology. 
We will prove that 6 is unique and (p = Z o IC. 
The bialgebra methods used here may even be suited to tackle a problem 
similar to I(c), because for R a field M. Takeuchi has shown [ 111 that 
f((A) is the so called “hyperalgebra” of the unit-group functor, which maps 
a commutative unital R-algebra S to the group (A @ S)’ of units in the 
multiplicative monoid of A @S (caution: This is a simplification!). That 
means, given any morphism f: (A @ -)’ + (BO -)’ of R-group functors, 
there exists an R-bialgebra homomorphism p((A) -+ f(B) representing f. 
The problem thus will be twofold, first to extend (a tiny) part of Takeuchi’s 
results to arbitrary commutative base rings (which again amounts to 
choosing the correct categories) and second to identify those R-bialgebra 
homomorphisms $ : f((A ) + f(B) which belong to morphisms S: (A @ -)’ 
--t (B@ -)’ of R-group functors. This is a program which seems not to be 
out of scope. 
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1 
All rings and algebras will be associative, coalgebras and bialgebras will 
be coassociative and counital throughout this paper. Bialgebras will in 
addition always be unital. Algebras may be non-unital, however. 
Let A be an R-algebra not necessarily unital. The commutator ideal [A] 
of A is the ideal of the ring A, which is generated by all the commutators 
[a, b] := ab - ba with (a, b E A). It is necessarily an ideal of the R-algebra 
A as well. Let IC(A) :=A/[A] denote the factor algebra of A by the 
commutator ideal and K: A + K(A) the canonical surjective R-algebra 
homomorphism. For any R-algebra homomorphism f: A + B into a com- 
mutative R-algebra B let 
fah: 4A)+B 
denote the uniquely determined R-algebra homomorphism which makes 
the following diagram commutative: 
A&B 
Given a subcategory Q? of ALG,, the category of R-algebras, we will say 
that K (or rcA if A is not obvious from the context) is “universal for V if 
for each R-algebra homomorphism f: A --f B with B commutative the 
following is valid: 
f is a morphism in @ fab is a morphism in %?. 
1.1. EXAMPLE. Let BIALG be the category of R-bialgebras and 
R-bialgebra homomorphisms. Then for each object A from BIALG the 
following are valid: 
- [A] is a biideal of A, so A/CA] is in BIALG 
- IC.+, is a morphism in BIALG 
- KA iS t4niVer.d for BIALG. 
Proof: We have to prove that [A] is a coideal too; the rest is trivial. 
The ideal [A] is generated as an R-module by elements a[x, y]b, where 
a, b, x, y are from A. The comultiplication d of A is an R-algebra 
homomorphism, therefore d(a[x, y] b) = d(a) A( [x, y]) d(b). 
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With d(x) =: Cj x,~ @ x,~ and A(y) =: xi yi, 0 yi2 one computes: 
at-x, VI) = C~(xh 4Y)l 
=C(xiIYj10ni2Yj2-Y,Lxi10Y,2xi2) 
=i CxiI, Yjl10xi2Y,2+CY,lxi10[xiZ, Yj7.1. 
f, , i, , 
So d(a[x, y] b) c im( [A] @A) + im(A @ [A 1). (Here and in the following, 
for X<A, YC 6, let “im(X@ Y)” denote the image under the natural 
homomorphism of X@ Y in A @B.) What is left to show is 
&([A]) c [R] = 0. But the counit E is an R-algebra homomorphism too, so 
we are done. 1 
We will need the following: 
1.2. LEMMA. (a) Let A, B be unital R-algebras. Then the R-algebra 
homomorphism 
is bijective. 
(b) If A, S are unital R-algebras, S commutative, then the S-algebra 
homomorphism 
(K, @ id,),,: AOSICAOSI +AICAIOS 
is bijectiue. 
ProoJI: (b) is a trivial application of (a). 
(a): Let us have a look at the canonical surjective homomorphism ICING. 
[A@& AOB] = im( [A, A]@B)+im(A@ [B, B]), because [a@b, c@d] 
=ac@bd-ca@db = acQbd-caQbd+caQbd-ca@db== [a, c]Obd+ 
ca@[b, d] and [a, b]@c= [u@l, b@c], resp. a@[b, c] = [a@b, l@c]. 
But then the ideal [A@B] equals the sum of the ideals generated by 
im( [A, A J OR) and im(A @I [B, B 1). These are clearly im( [A] Q B) and 
im(A @ CR]). On the other hand A/CA] @ B/[B] z A @ B/(im( [A J @B) + 
im(A@ [RI)), which completes the proof. 1 
2 
For an R-ilgebra A let f(A) denote the “divided powers algebra of the 
algebra A.” We will presume the facts on the algebra f(A) which are 
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collected in Section 2 of [15]. The bialgebra structure of f(‘(A) has been 
developed in [13]; we will give a short summary: 
- The divided powers algebra T(M) of an R-module M has a natural 
cocommutative R-bialgebra structure [6] given by 
and 
(Kronecker-symbol). 
- The R-module isomorphism Sh: T(A) -+ P(A) is used to define a 
cocommutative coalgebra structure on f(A), 
A:=Af:=(Sh@Sh)~A,oSh~’ - 
E :=Ef:=E ,-0 Sh-‘. 
Sh is then a coalgebra isomorphism and 
+a;‘+ c (fla;cJjona;t98)) 
i (6 + 9, = z,), i I 
- f((A) with the above coalgebra structure is a bialgebra. 
- If f+(A) is the non-unital R-subalgebra @ i,O Sh(l’,(A)) of f(A)), 
then there exists an R-algebra homomorphism 
such that 
k&4)+j‘(F+(A)) 
&I) -5 f(f+ (A)) “1, z-,@(A)) z T&4)) = f((A)Qf((A) 
equals A. Here rc, is the canonical projection onto the nth homogeneous 
component (compare 2.3 of [16]) and zy is the canonical map sending 
T(B) to the tensor algebra T(B) of the R-algebra B (compare 1.3.2 of 
C131). 
- f(A) -+d f(f+(A)) jnn T,,(f(A)) -+Ir T,(f(‘(A)) equals A,, where 
A,,: f(A) + T,,(f(A)) is defined recursively by 
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We now define a subcategory of cocommutative R-coalgebras. For an 
arbitrary cocommutative R-coalgebra (C, A,, sC) put always 
n=O 
n=l 
n=2 
2.3. DEFINITION. (a) A cocommutative R-coalgebra (C, A,-, Ed) is 
called “strongly cocommutative” (s.c.) if there exist R-module 
homomorphisms 
2,: c-r f,(C), 
such that C -+‘, T,(C) +‘= T,(C) equals A,. 
(b) An R-coalgebra homomorphism f: C -+ C’ between S.C. 
coalgebras (C, A,, Ed), (C’, AC, Ed) is called “strongly cocommutative” 
(SC.) if for each n E N, the diagram 
An 
-1 I 
-., A” 
Z-J C) r,( f,( C’) 
commutes. 
(c) An R-bialgebra is called “strongly cocommutative” (SC.) if it is a 
S.C. coalgebra. 
(d) An R-bialgebra homomorphism is called “strongly cocom- 
mutative” (s.c.) if it is a S.C. coalgebra homomorphism. 
From the above we already know that f(A) is a S.C. bialgebra. We refer to 
[ 131 for further details. 
2.4. PROPOSITION. (a) p(A))l[f(A)] is a S.C. bialgebra. 
(b) The canonical surjkctive R-algebra homomorphism K: f(A) -+ 
f(A)/[f(A)] is a S.C. bialgebra homomorphism. 
Proof. We proceed in several steps: 
(1) Let I be an ideal of an algebra D and aj, 6, E D (j E J indexset). 
Let f denote the linear span of the set { nk E K xioLkl E r(D) 1% E K indexset: 
cc,#O A x,EZ}. Then 
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This may be proved as follows: 
,CP’ = ((a - 6) + b) CPI&CPl+ c (a-~)CPlp-P1. 
P>O 
This implies n, u,!‘jl = fl, b,r’~l modulo 1 
(2) I:= [f(A)], then for each k, 7~~0a(Z)crnr,(~(A)). A proof 
may be given as follows: By 3.12 of [ 151 I is generated as an ideal by the 
elements xy<” - yx<‘) (iE N; X, ye A). As zkoa is an algebra 
homomorphism, nkod(I) is generated as an ideal in (f,(f(A)), T) by the 
elements 
(here m := C 0~~). Now (2) follows from ( 1). 
(3) We conclude from (2) for each k that T,(K) 0 znk o d( [f(,4)]) = 0 
and therefore that an R-algebra homomorphism jk exists, such that the 
following diagram commutes: 
l&(K(X)) = lrd-k(K)M'Lkd(X) = Tk(K)olro71kb&X) = Tk(K)odk(X) 
The last equality is because f(‘(A ) is s.c.. But by (1.1) K is a coalgebra 
homomorphism too. So we are done and f(‘(A)/[f(‘(A)] is a S.C. coalgebra. 
From the diagram above we conclude that K is a S.C. coalgebra 
homomorphism. 1 
2.5. PROPOSITION. IC~(~, is universal in the category of xc. bialgebras. 
Proof Let B be a s.c., commutative bialgebra, f: f(,4) ---f B a SC 
bialgebra homomorphism. By (1.1) there exists a unique R-bialgebra 
homomorphism g := fab: p(‘(A)/[f(‘(A)] + B, such that go K = J Then 
ri( g) 0 ri(~) = ri( f) and in the following diagram q , q , q , and q 
commute. Therefore the outer rectangle commutes and g is a unital S.C. 
bialgebra homomorphism. 
481:132:1-13 
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3 
Let A be an R-Azumaya algebra now. For details on Azumaya algebras 
see [l] or [3]. 
The reduced norm of Azumaya algebras has been studied by Schmahling 
[8, lo]. He used the concept of multiplicative “quasiforms”, which in our 
context are just multiplicative polynomial laws. (See 2.3, 3.1 of [9] and the 
remark in front of Proposition 1.7.9 in [13].) So we may formulate: 
3.6. PROPOSITION (Schmahling). The reduced norm of the R-Azumaya 
algebra A is a multiplicative polynomial law rnA : A + R. 
So by [ 13, 1.7.6 and 2.5.11 there exists a unique S.C. R-bialgebra 
homomorphism 
@f(A)+P(R) (RN) 
representing the reduced norm rnA of A. See [ 16, Example IV of Section 31 
for an explicit representation. 
3.7. PROPOSITION. (Pub: f(A)/[f(A)] -f(R) is an isomorphism of xc. 
bialgebras. 
Prooj (Pub is a S.C. bialgebra homomorphism by (2.5). So by 
local-global arguments it is sufficient to prove that (Prrh @ id,, is bijective 
for each prime ideal P of R. 
For each R-algebra B let 
C;: f(B)& R,+fRp(BOR RP) 
denote the canonical R.-algebra isomorphism [13, 1.61. We will prove 
that fi := ‘+ ((Pob @ id&O (Ki.c.4) @ id&o/,= ((pRP)~hn(IC~R,(~~RRp)o~~)ah 
=: fi. As C; is an isomorphism, (KP,+,~~~~,o\~~)~~ is an isomorphism as 
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well. @fca) 0 idRpLb is an isomorphism by (1.2). So if fi = fi has been 
proved, it will then be sufficient to prove the bijectivity of ((pRP)Ob, where 
GRp: fRp(A Q RP) -+ fRp(R @ RP) z fRP(R,) 
represents the reduced norm of the R,-Azumaya algebra A@ R,. We have 
thus reduced to the case where A is of constant rank. 
Proof of ‘fi = fi": We have to prove the equality of two homomorphisms 
from K(~‘(A)@ RP) to fRp(R@ Rp). So it is sufficient to show 
fP~f(A)@lR, =fZ°Kj.(.4)@Rp. 
f l°Kf(~)@~Rp=V~ "" ((P& @ idRp)' (KY(,) @ id&.) = 3;' (@ 0 id&) 
f z'Kf(A)@Q= ((pRP)UboK~R,(A~RRp)ol;AP=(pRpoV^AP. 
BY C13, 2.5.11 it will be sufficient to prove: r110cpRP~9: = 
fir o 9’, 0 ((p @ idRp). (See [ 16, 2.41 for the definition of 72,. ) As one easily 
computes that 7i, 0 v^g equals 
I=(R)QR,- ri”idRp RQR,zRR,, 
the claim then follows by [16, 3.221. 
As A has constant rank now there exists a faithfully flat splitting ring S 
(commutative unital R-algebra) [3, III, Corollary 6.71 such that A @ Sz 
M,(S) as S-algebras. So doing a completely analogous reduction step as 
above, we are in the situation where A is a matrix ring. The proof is then 
completed by [14, 4.3 (b)]. 1 
Remember that for each R-algebra B we have a linear topology on f(B) 
given by the decreasing ideal filtration (F”fl := Sh( eia,, Ti(B))),,,O (com- 
pare [5, Sect. 9.71). We will need the following trivial fact: 
3.8. For any commutative unital R-algebra S the natural S-algebra 
isomorphism (see [ 13, 1.6.11) 
5: f(B)@, SrfS(A@, S) 
restricts to 
3.9. PROPOSITION. Cp: f(A) -+ f(R) is open and continuous. 
Proof. @, as representing the multiplicative polynomial law rnA, is con- 
tinuous by [13, 1.7.12 and 2.5.21. To prove that (p is open, it is sufficient 
to show the stronger result 
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3.10. LEMMA. Ffc Cp(Ff) Vk. 
ProoJ We have to show that the injection 
0-+2F~n@(B,A)+F~ 
is surjective. This is equivalent to showing that 
Oj(~:,Rn(P(~--;4))ORRPj~-kRORRP 
is surjective for each localization R, with respect to a prime ideal P of R. 
But 
where we regard all three sets as subsets of f(A)@, R,. By (3.8) 
9-f OR R, E pRP and (p(9:) OR R, E (p @ idRp(Fi OR RP) E 
~,RP(~;@R “P), s o we have reduced to the case where R is local and there- 
fore the Azumaya algebra is of constant rank, say n2. Then tensoring with 
a faithfully flat splitting ring for A [3, III, Corollary 6.71 we have again 
reduced to the case A = M,(R). From 3.3 (b2) of [ 143 and 2.2.3 of [ 131 we 
find (compare also [16, 3.151) 
($qegG) = c n ~(e~;>)<“‘> c142.41 (#qey)<“> = I<“‘. 
(~,r.m,=m) I 
so l<“‘)~(p(Pp(~)) for m>k. But {l(“>lm>k} is a base ofF,R. 1 
3.11 COROLLARY. The commutator ideal [f(A)] is closed in f’(A). 
Proof. As the topology on f(R) is the identification topology by the 
proposition, the commutator ideal, being the inverse image of 0, is closed 
if and only if 0 is closed in f(R). The last is satisfied for 0 = ok fl;k” and 
g: is open and closed. [ 
3.12. THEOREM. (Pab: f(A)/[f’(A)] -+ f(R) is the unique xc. bialgebra 
isomorphism, which is a homeomorphism when f(A)/[f(A)] is given the 
quotient topology. 
ProoJ That (Pab has the stated properties is from the proposition above. 
The uniqueness is from the following lemma. 
3.13 LEMMA. The identity is the only S.C. bialgebra automorphism of 
f(R) which is homeomorphic. 
Proof: Let $ : I’(R) -+ p(R) be a bijective SC. bialgebra homomorphism, 
such that $ as well as $-’ are continuous. By 2.5.1 and 2.5;2 of [13], II/ 
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is completely determined by the R-algebra homomorphism c( := 72,o $: 
f(R) --t R, which is continuous when R is given the discrete topology. This 
means that there exists an n 2 1 such that 
1 
#O for i=n 
a, :=!X(l<“) =o for i>n (*I 
=l for i=O 
We compute for all i~n:aicc,=cc(l<‘)tl(~))=a(C1=o l~‘)l~‘~j~l~“-“) 
=c~(~~=,(~,:t~,;i~) l<n+i-j))(z (:)a,. Especially 
C$=LX,. (**I 
Tensoring with R/P, where P is an arbitrary prime ideal of R, we find for 
ap: f”/‘(RIP) --* R/P 
that 
ap( 1;;;) = aj + P. 
With n(P) := max{ i) cl; 4 P} one gets, just as above, 
ai+ P= n(P) ( 1 i a, + P Vi Q n(P). 
As R/P is an integral domain and ORip # c(,,(,) + P is an idempotent, we 
find: 
0) ‘%(P) + p = 1 R/P> 
(ii) cci+ P= (n(l?)) lRIP Vi<n(P). 
But this means that rxp equals the canonical homomorphism 
An easy exercise shows that I?,(~) represents the multiplicative polynomial 
law from R/P to R/P sending r + P to r”(‘) + P and analogously for any 
commutative unital R/P-algebra. So modulo P the map $ represents the 
n(P)th power polynomial law. 
Analogously I,-’ represents the say m(P)th power polynomial law. But 
II/“$-‘=(C/-‘o$=idf(R) and idfCR, represents of course the identity poly- 
nomial law. The analog is valid modulo each P. So the m(P)th and n(P)th 
power polynomial laws should be inverses of each other, which is 
impossible if not m(P) = n(P) = 1. So we find: 
(i) a1 = 1 - (1 --aI) with 1 -c(, E nP 
(ii) a,E nP Vi> 1. 
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So if at were greater than 1, LX, would be an idempotent (**) which is nilpo- 
tent. But then a, would be equal to zero, which gives a contradiction. So 
n equals 1 and 1 - a1 being idempotent as well as nilpotent equals zero, 
consequently a, = 1. But then CY represents the identity polynomial law, so 
does $. Thus $ = idi-( 1 
3.14. COROLLARY. (idRORS)S is the uni que multiplicative polynomial law 
from R to R, which has an inverse. 
3.15. THEOREM. For each S.C. continuous bialgebra homomorphism 
t+kf(A)d’(B), h w  ere B is a commutative R-algebra, there exists a unique 
S.C. continuous R-bialgebra homomorphism $ : f(R) -+ f(B), such that 
$Gj5=$. (*) 
Proof. By (2.5) and (3.7) there exists a unique S.C. bialgebra 
homomorphism $ with (*). Given k, let $(Ff)cP;,“. 
Then $(Yf) cC3.10) 3 0 cp(Pf) = l+qs:, c gf. So I$ is continuous. 1 
3.16. COROLLARY. For all multiplicative polynomial laws f: A + B into a 
commutative R-algebra B there exists a unique multiplicative polynomial law 
f: R + B such that 70 rn A = f. So the reduced norm rnA is the abelianization 
of A in the category with objects unital R-algebras and morphisms multi- 
plicative polynomial laws. 
3.17. THEOREM. The reduced norm rnA: A + R is the unique multi- 
plicative polynomial law from A to R satisfying Corollary (3.16). 
Proof If g: A -+ R is another multiplicative polynomial law with the 
property of the corollary, then, as usual with universal properties, there 
will be multiplicative polynomial laws a, j?: R + R which are inverses of 
each other. Then use (3.14). 1 
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